
50cm high intelligibility pickup distance

Excellent feedback suppression

High quality audio transmission

4 Conference mode

Conference speech tracking

Multiple Speech Units

Pickup distance of discussion unit can reach 50cm. It can reach 30cm even in noisy environment.

With independent audio processing function, can suppress feedback from microphone and 

ensure sound quality.

Using professional 8-core air-line to transmit audio signal, and with long distance transmission 

signal amplifier, audio transmission is not affected by distance.

First-in-first-out (FIFO)  mode, normal mode, free mode, apply for a speech.

Support one camera to realize camera tracking, and cooperate with camera tracking controller to 

achieve multi-channel video automatic tracking function.

Available in desktop, embedded, check in and voting functions.

System Features
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Digital Conference System

SMART MEETING

MAKE COMMUNICATION EASIER

System Features
Digital transmission

Camera tracking

Conference management

Conference voting

4 Conference mode

TS-0604M 
& TS-0605M  Series 
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TS-0605M Series

TS-0604M Series
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TS-0604M Digital conference system controller

TS-0604ME 
Digital conference system 
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Large Conference System Diagram (up to 4096 conference units)

Small Conference System Diagram (up to 30 conference units)

* Four conference modes: FIFO (first-in first-out mode);
NORMAL (normal mode); FREE (free mode); APPLY
(apply speaking).

* Function to limit the number of spokesman: adjustable
speech units number: 1, 2, 4, 6; chairman unit is not
limited by it.

* Super extended limitation function; one controller can
connect up to 128 units; one system can support up to
4096 units.

* Audio processing uses digital equalization module, noise
reduction processing module to ensure sound clear and
bright; there are two audio inputs and four audio outputs to
connect peripheral devices.

TS-0604M
Digital Conference System Controller  

* Smart touch buttons, easy operation. With recording,
playback control, mode, quantity switching and volume
shortcut key.

* With 4 meeting modes: FFIO, NORMAL, FREE, APPLY.
* Spokesman quantity limitation: option for 1, 2, 4, 6.

Chairman is not limited.
* Support Max 30 pieces microphone units.
* Hand in hand cable connection way, easy for installation

and maintain.

TS-0605M
Digital Conference System Extension Controller 

* Unique patented technology, specially designed anti-RF radio frequency
interference tube, which can completely eliminate the noise, Showing a perfect
high-level conference environment.

* Professional heart-shaped condenser microphone core, Very high sensitivity and
voice clarity; And with a ring of red & green indicator light when speaking.

* When the red ring light is on, it means somebody is speaking; when green is on, it
means apply for awaiting speech.

* Use the professional 8 core aviation plug by cascading units, and with the metal
fixed nut to avoid loosing and falling .

* 5 There are 5 multi-functional buttons for voting, election and meeting evaluation.
Using silicone keys, feel good.

TS-0627/TS-0627A
Digital Conference System Chairman/Delegate Unit 
(Discussion, Voting & IC Card)  

Related Products

* Unique patented technology; with anti-RF tube to prevent noise and secure a perfect

conference environment.

* Professional cardioid capacitor microphone core; with high sensitivity and clear voice; with red

and green annular indicator light.

* Red indicator light means MIC is on; green indicator light means applying for talk.

* Adopt professional 8 core aviation connector; with metal nut to prevent loose.

* Chairman unit has the priority right to control delegate unit.

* Chairman unit position is no limited, it can be placed anywhere according to user demands.

TS-0621/TS-0621A
Digital Conference System Chairman/Delegate Unit    

TS-0602ATS-0602
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